Abstract-This paper proposes a backscattering communication technique based on modulated frequency selective surfaces (FSS) for wearable applications. The FSS is composed of dipoles loaded with varactor diodes to modulate the backscatter response, in order to separate it from the clutter. The paper describes the effect in the transponder response according to the number of dipoles, the separation between them and the effect produced when FSS is placed on-body. An analysis based on simulations of several cases and experimental results is provided.
INTRODUCTION
The interest in wearable technology for wireless body area network (WBAN) is growing rapidly in the recent years. Wearable devices can integrate sensors for different fields such as medical, assisted living, sports and entertainment [1] . However, some challenges should be addressed for practical WBAN applications. These include low-cost and also continuous monitoring, which determine the energy required and the battery lifetime. The WBAN devices must be wearable, lightweight and non-intrusive. The wireless link should be robust in the user environment. Active wireless devices are often proposed for wireless communications in WBAN. These networks are often based on commercial transceivers such as Zigbee (IEEE 802.15.4) or Bluetooth devices or WIFI (IEEE 802.11) at 2.45 GHz ISM band [2, 3] . An important part of the energy is needed for the transmission. Therefore, the battery lifetime depends on the time interval between transmissions. The worst case happens in real-time applications, where continuous monitoring is required. Different energy harvesting technologies are researched in order to increase the autonomy of the wearable devices [4, 5] . However, these techniques are often not compatible with active wireless devices that are continuously real-time monitoring. On the opposite side to the active devices, wearable passive UHF Radio-Identification (RFID) sensors can be found, and they have been investigated at [6] [7] [8] . Passive tags take their energy from the RF interrogating signal. Therefore, the losses caused by the body reduce the power received by the tag, decreasing the read range with respect to the cases in which the tags work at free space. Special antenna designs compatible with wearable devices are needed, but the proximity of the body reduces their efficiency. On the other hand, Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenery due to the presence of body that blocks the signal can be considered. This fact and multipath propagation will make difficult to power up the tag. Several wearable antennas such as patch antennas or spacers to separate the antenna from the body have been reported in the literature [9] . Some of these problems can be relaxed if semi-passive or battery assisted tags (BAP) are employed. The main advantage of a semi-passive platform compared to active transceivers is related to its power consumption, which is generally determined by the current consumption of the digital core (microcontroller) and the sensors [10] . The cost of these tags when manufactured in large volumes is lower than wireless active sensors (e.g., using Bluetooth or Zigbee standards) and the battery lifetime is considerable higher, which is translated on simple power circuits (e.g., rechargeable batteries and charging circuits are not required). However, the communication problems are not completely solved because they are based on backscattering. For example, reported read range on passive epidermal body is 0.8 m [11] and 0.5 m [12] when temperature-sensing microchips were included The main reason for this is the limitation on the uplink budget between the reader and the tag, since the passive RFID tags require a minimum received power to wake up its internal circuitry, given that the tag is fed from the rectified voltage from the incoming wave.
One important disadvantage in antennas for WBAN applications is the reduction of antennas efficiency due to the proximity of the body, which increases the losses. In addition, the presence of the body modifies the antenna's response, being a critical parameter in case of using narrow-band antennas such as patches. It means that sometimes the design requires spacers located between the antennas and the body or an increase of the height substrate. These techniques can make difficult the integration on wearable devices. In order to increase the read range for wearable semipassive tags, this work proposes the use of a modulated frequency selective surface (FSS). Using the proposed FSS, an increase of the tag thickness and multilayer designs are not required, facilitating its integration in wearable applications.
The FSS is periodic structures in each direction of the plane, and it acts as a filter. This filter property has been exploited in several applications [13] . In [14] the bandpass frequency can be modified using tuning devices such as varactors or PIN diodes. In previous works, the authors demonstrate the use of a transponder based on an FSS to reduce the interference from clutter reflections by changing its radar cross section (RCS) using the classic backscattering technique for RFID applications. The illumination signal is generated by readers based on FMCW radars at X band [15] or ultra-wide band (UWB) radars [16] . However, the effect of the materials attached to the transponder in terms of loss and detuning has not been considered, assuming the case of free space. The backscatter transponder is used to improve the read range for indoor localization or to mitigate disturbances caused by the multipath reflections [17] .
A proof of the concept of frequency modulated transponder for on-body applications has recently been presented by the authors [18] . This work is a complementary work that addresses the study of the contribution of different parameters in the transponder design such as the number of elements of the FSS, influence of variations in the dielectric properties of the body and the separation between them in order to increase the power reflection, and also studies its bandwidth. The effect when the transponder is placed in high-loss materials such as the body is also considered here. The effect of the distance between the FSS and the body introduced by textile or rubber materials is also analyzed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the basic theory of the backscattered transponder described in [15, 18] . A description of the transponder design is performed and its behaviour is studied from electromagnetic simulations according to previous mentioned parameters. In Section 3, experimental results are provided as proof of concept. Finally, Section 4 draws the conclusions.
MODULATION THEORY AND FSS TRANSPONDER DESIGN

Modulation Theory
The modulation theory of FSS is summarized in this section, and it has been described in detail in previous works [15, 18] . Figure 1 (a) shows a block diagram of the proposed system. It is composed by a reader and the transponder, which is in turn connected to a low-frequency generator (Agilent 33521A) that modulates its radar cross section. The transponder or tag (see Figure 2 (a)) is based on an FSS with dipoles loaded with reverse biased varactors that are switched between 0 V and −3 V using a lowfrequency generator. To demonstrate the concept, the reader is composed of a transmitter (frequency generator Rohde&Schwarz SMF100), and a receiver (spectrum analyzer Rohde&Schwarz FSP). In order to characterize the transponder, two wideband (1.5-4.5 GHz) antennas (GEOZONDAS AU-1.0G4.5GR) are connected to the transmitter and the receiver.
The generator transmits a continuous wave (CW) that illuminates the tag (X T ), which answers by modulating the backscattered field that can be studied from the fundamental antenna scattering theory [19, 20] . The backscattered field of the FSS can be split as a sum of two terms [15] : a structural mode and an antenna mode (also referred as tag mode), or in other words, a load-independent term and a load-dependent term, respectively:
where E S (Z L ) is the scattered field by the FSS when each element is loaded with the load Z L , and E est is the scattered field when the tag is connected to a reference load Z L = Z * a , where Z a is the FSS scan impedance [13] . Γ is the power reflection coefficient given by [19] 
. By switching the varactor diodes that load the dipoles of the FSS, the reflection coefficient is modulated. The reflection coefficient changes between Γ ON when the diodes are biased at 0 V and Γ OFF when the diodes are biased at −3 V. The reflection coefficient can be approximated by a square waveform of amplitude ΔΓ = Γ ON − Γ OF F . This variation is mainly due to the change of the varactor capacitance between both states. It can be developed in a Fourier series [15] :
where c n are the Fourier coefficients; f c is the input frequency of the incident signal that illuminates the tag; f m is the inverse of the square waveform's period. Consequently, a modulation of the backscattered field is produced. Figure 1(b) shows the spectrum of the received signal (X R ). A strong central peak can be observed at the illuminating carrier frequency, f c . This component is due to the structural mode of the backscattered field, but it can be masked by the coupling signal between the transmitter's and receiver's antennas. The level of the coupling signal does not depend on distance. Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish the structural mode except at very short ranges. However, thanks to the FSSs' response modulation, a sideband appears at every f m multiple, as it can be seen at the spectrum. The first spectral component (that corresponds to the Fourier terms at n = ±1) is be the most interesting since the levels of the rest of the harmonics are often bellow the noise floor of the receiver. This first spectral component can be used to send information from sensors, for example modulating their amplitude or frequency f m . Analogue or digital modulation methods can be implemented depending on the application.
The amplitude of the sideband at f c ± f m is proportional to the differential RCS, RCS dif [15] . It can be rewritten as the already known expression used in conventional RFID technology [20] :
where λ is the wavelength, G the tag's gain, and m a modulating factor (m = |c 1 | 2 /|ΔΓ| 2 ). Therefore, the level of the received signal can be improved by increasing the number of elements (antennas) of the FSS or equivalently, its area.
Transponder Design and Simulations
FSSs are ideally infinite periodic structures, but due to the space limitations in wearable applications, the number of elements devices must be finite. Even if the FSS can be integrated in textile clothes or belts, and thus the area may be relatively large, a large number of elements (and diodes) might increase its cost. Therefore, the number of elements must be small, and consequently the influence of the number of elements must be studied. Figure 2 shows a schema of a typical modulated FSS composed by the dipoles and bias network. The dipoles are loaded with low-cost silicon varactor diodes from Skyworks SMV1247-079LF. The length of the dipoles controls the passband of the FSS. Its value is 61 mm, and it is adjusted to operate on body at 2.45 GHz. The separation of dipoles (s) must be under λ/2 to avoid the grating modes [13] . In this work, a separation of λ/4 is considered. The effect of this parameter will be shown in next simulations. In order to avoid any undesired load effect of the bias lines, the diodes are biased using 10 kΩ at the end of the dipoles (acting as high impedance points), and the bias lines are orthogonal to the dipole orientation. The equivalent circuit of the diode is modelled by a lumped RLC series that is used as boundary condition in the HFSS simulations. From the manufacturer datasheet, the diode capacitance is 6.5 pF and 0.95 pF for V = 0 (ON state) and V = −3 V (OFF state), respectively. The parasitic inductance and resistance are 0.7 nH and 2 Ω, respectively.
The differential RCS can be evaluated using Eq. (3) from Ansoft HFSS simulations subtracting the backscattered field when a plane wave illuminates the structure for the two diode states (ON and OFF). For computational cost, it is not possible to simulate all the body; therefore, a small part of it is considered. It is assumed that the body reflects a large part of the power that contributes to the structural mode, which will be cancelled when the differential RCS is calculated in Eq. (3). In order to understand the influence of body loss, several scenarios have been considered. Figure 3 shows these scenarios: FSS on a free space, FSS printed on a substrate, FSS attached to the body and FSS close to the body spaced by a thin hard rubber and low permittivity layer. It is assumed that the FSS transponder will be attached on the arm in the final application.
Effect of Number of Dipoles in Free Space and on Thin Substrate
In order to investigate the effect of number of dipoles, the differential RCS for different numbers of dipoles has been simulated and is shown in Figure 4(a) , including the diode model (two states) in free space (Figure 3(a) ). It is observed that the increase in the number of dipoles produces an increase both in the differential RCS and in the bandwidth. For example, a bandwidth between 2 GHz and 3 GHz is achieved for 5 or more dipoles.
However, for wearable applications, the FSS must be manufactured over flexible substrates. The influence of the thin low-loss substrate is expected to be small. This hypothesis is confirmed in Figure 4 (b) where the FSS is printed on a Rogers Ultralam 3850 substrate (ε r = 3.14, tan δ = 0.0025, thickness 100 µm). A small reduction of the bandwidth and a small shift to lower frequency (due to the small increase in the effective permittivity) are observed in this case (Figure 4(b) ) compared with the free space case (Figure 4(a) ).
Influence of the Dipole Spacing
In order to improve the differential RCS of the FSS, simulations varying the separation between the dipoles (s) are carried out. Figure 5 compares the results for s = λ/6, λ/5 and λ/4. It is observed that when s decreases, the coupling between dipoles increases and the differential RCS decreases because the FSS area diminishes. In addition, the bandwidth also diminishes when the spacing decreases, and the central frequency is shifted. These effects are more significant considering a structure of 7 dipoles. Figure 6 shows several simulations of the differential RCS when the FSS is placed on the body. Three cases are considered: FSS directly in contact with the body (Figure 3(c) ), and separated with a low permittivity spacer of 2 mm and 4 mm thick (Figure 3(d) ). Table 1 shows the thickness and electrical properties (relative permittivity and dissipation loss tangent) of the layers used to simulate the arm at 2.45 GHz, obtained from [22, 23] . It can be concluded from Figure 6 that the differential RCS decreases around 6-7 dB due to the loss introduced by the body compared with the results obtained in free space (Figures 4-5) . This effect has also been reported on wearable antennas for UHF RFID [23] . The other effect that can be observed is the shift of the bandpass response to lower frequencies since the effective permittivity increases enormously due to the body. In a real scenario, the effects of the detuning can be overcome by reducing the length of dipoles. There are not significant differences for spacers higher than 2 mm. Therefore, the combination of large bandwidth and low sensitivity to the spacing is very interesting for wearable applications since the dielectric properties can change between persons or depend on the position where the tag is attached. The small spacing introduced by a bracelet that supports the FSS can be used to make variation independent from the change in the dielectric properties. The reduction on the differential RCS due to the body losses can be compensated by increasing the number of elements or using various rows of dipoles. Figure 7 depicts the differential RCS when being placed on the body and on free space for an FSS with 5 elements and an FSS with 10 elements distributed in two rows (five in each row). The frequency response practically does not change, and there is only an increase in the level due to the increase in the reflecting surface and the number of elements. In order to investigate the effect of these changes on the FSS performance, the effect of thickness of the fat layer (t) is investigated in Figure 8 , which shows the differential RCS of an FSS of 5 elements as function of the thickness of fat layer (t). As reference, the simulation of FSS in free space is also shown. The effective permittivity decreases when the thickness of the fat layer increases, and as a consequence, the frequency response is slightly shifted to higher frequencies. However, as the frequency response of the FSS is quite flat around the resonance, the detuning effect is not very important. In conclusion, it can be expected that the FSS is robust in front of variations in the body locations (or the persons) where it will be attached. This robustness is analysed in the experimental results obtained in the next section.
Influence of the Body
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
According to the setup presented in Figure 1 , some FSS transponders are characterized. The tag is modulated with a low-frequency generator (Agilent 33521A) at f m = 7 kHz, 3 Vpp. A prototype with 7 dipoles is illuminated by a CW radar that transmits a power of 10 dBm at 2.45 GHz using a 8 dB gain antenna. Figure 9 shows the signal received at the spectrum analyzer (centred at 2.45 GHz) for two distances reader-tag, 1.6 m and 4.8 m. A strong central peak and two sideband peaks (f m ) are observed.
In order to characterize the frequency response of the modulated RCS, the FSS is illuminated in a range of frequencies, which varies from 1 to 4.5 GHz. Figure 10 shows the received power measured by the reader considering an FSS composed by 5 and 7 dipoles whose length is 25.6 mm. In this figure, two cases can be observed: the FSS directly on contact with the arm and separated with a spacer of 2 mm. The measurements are performed at a distance between the reader and the transponder of 1 m. The measured power is similar in the two cases, but when the FSS is on contact with the arm, the FSSs' spectral response is shifted (the bandpass is centred around 2 GHz), and the bandwidth is lower than the case when the FSS is separated with the spacer. The reason for this is the different permittivities and losses of the arm. The length of the dipole (L) can be redesigned considering the permittivity of the human body at the desired central frequency (f c ). The total effective permittivity (ε ref ) will be the average between the air and the effective permittivity of the body (ε ref,body ):
The effective permittivity of the FSS and the body can be obtained from Eqs. (4)- (5) . Values of 8.6 and 16.1 have been found for the effective permittivity and effective permittivity of the body, respectively. It has been assumed that the resonance frequency is 2 GHz for the scenario in which the label is attached to the body.
In order to show the possibilities of the modulated FSS for wearable applications, some experiments have been performed. Two tags (Tag 1 and 2) are attached at different body locations. Each tag is composed by an FSS of 7 elements connected to different low-frequency oscillators that modulate the FSS at 5 kHz and 7 kHz, respectively. In a real application, each tag would be connected to different sensors. Each sensor can be simultaneously measured using different modulation frequencies. Due to the robustness of the FSS on body, the FSS can be connected near the sensor at different body locations. Figure 11 shows measurements at the output of the reader presented in [18] for a distance of 1 m. This reader is based on a homodyne radar where the baseband output of the mixer is sampled using an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC). The baseband spectrum can be obtained from Fourier transform of the sampled signal. Two peaks are shown corresponding to the modulation frequency of each tag. The relative amplitude of these peaks depends on the distance to the reader and propagation conditions.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a modulated FSS for on-body applications is proposed. The communication between the transponder and the reader is based on the backscattering modulation of the FSSs' radar cross section (RCS). The simplest case is based on an FSS composed by loaded dipoles. Low-cost reverse biased varactors are used as switching elements in order to reduce the current consumption and to increase the battery lifetime, that is a key challenge in wearable devices. Due to limitations on the wearable devices size, finite FSS must be considered. Therefore, the effect of the number of elements and their dimensions have been studied. In addition, the detuning of the tag's response and the reduction of its radar cross section when it is closed to the body have also been studied. It has been demonstrated by means of simulations and measurements that a large bandwidth can be achieved. Therefore, the transponder is robust in front of a detuning response due to different electrical permittivities among persons or depending on whether the FSS is attached below or on the clothes. A reduction about 6 dB is observed when the FSS is on body compared with the FSS in free space.
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